Dendritic morphology of pyramidal neurones of the visual cortex of the rat: I. Branching patterns.
The aim of this study was to provide quantitative descriptions of the branching patterns of basal and apical dendrites of pyramidal neurones from the visual cortex of the rat. Thirty-nine neurones from cortical layers 2/3 and 5, that had been injected with horseradish peroxidase, reconstructed, and measured with the light microscope as part of an earlier study (Larkman and Mason, '90; J. Neurosci. 10:1407-1414), were used. The cells had previously been divided into three classes, layer 2/3 cells and thick and slender layer 5 cells, on the basis of their dendritic morphology. The branching pattern of the basal and apical oblique dendrites was similar for all the cells. Between 3 and 9 basal trees arose from the soma and the number of tips in each tree varied widely, between 1 and 13. The path lengths of all the basal dendrites of a given cell were relatively constant, however. Most basal dendritic branching occurred close to the soma, such that terminal segments were much longer than intermediate segments and contributed approximately 90% of the total dendritic length of each tree. Terminal segments showed only a narrow range of diameters. Most apical oblique trees arose from the proximal part of the apical trunk. They tended to be less highly branched but were otherwise extremely similar to basal trees. Distal oblique trees were unbranched or branched only once, and their terminal segments tended to be shorter and thinner than those of basal trees. The branching pattern of the apical terminal arbors was different, with many longer intermediate segments. The terminal segments tended to be thinner than those of basal or proximal oblique trees. Slender layer 5 cells were without obvious terminal arbors. The basal and proximal oblique dendrites jointly sampled a roughly spherical volume of cortex centred about the soma, and together they accounted for the substantial majority of the cell's total dendritic shaft membrane area. Comparisons with previous studies suggest that intracellular HRP injection can yield a more complete visualization of dendritic morphology than is obtained using Golgi-based methods (unless cells are reconstructed across tissue slabs), and can therefore result in a different view of the relative importance of the various components that make up the cell's dendritic system.